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Equipping Children with the core skills of survival such as making fire, shelter and boiling water  can not 
only be a great family bonding activity, but a test of their personal resolve, forcing children to come face 
to face with the harsh realities of making a fire without a lighter or perhaps making a shelter in the rain. 
Will they give up or will they press on? This develops their survival mindset and gives us an opportunity 
as parents and guardians for teaching about personal awareness and survival psychology regardless of 
their decision. All of this information should be practiced as regularly as possible to give our children an 
opportunity for personal growth and skills improvement.  But, when should you start teaching your child 
these skills? That will depend largely on when you get a solid grasp of the skills yourself. If you are just 
beginning to learn survival and preparedness skills and have tweens and teenagers, then you might 
consider prodding them to join you in the learning experience. However, if you have younger children, 
especially those in grade school, then the time is now; they will jump at the chance to spend time 
learning survival stuff with mom and dad. Regardless of the age of your children, you should realize that 
it’s as important for them to learn the skills as it is for you. What if for example you as the leader of the 
family became ill, injured or worse yet do not make it through the initial crisis event- what will the 
children have left to depend on besides the gear you have amassed? Knowledge weighs nothing, so the 
more they know now as youngsters, the less gear they’ll become dependent upon as adults. 

While the skills are fun, the reasons for the skills are topics that many parents seem to have trouble 
conveying to their children. I personally do not understand this. If they are your children then why is 
there a problem conveying information to them? I know how to talk to my kids; I treat them as I would 
want to be treated now and as I would have liked to have been treated when I was a child. So, I articulate
my concerns with the world to them as best I can on a regular basis. When I see something in the news 
that alarms me, they all hear about it and yes, often with all the gory details. When we watch a movie 
together and there’s an important lesson in it, I pause it, talk about the lesson and how it applies to us 
and we move on. This is our daily routine. The good book tells us to train up a child in the way they 
should go so that when they’re grown, they will not depart from the path we’ve shown them (Proverbs 
22:6) and that is a wise methodology.

If you’ve done your part as a parent, they will share your concerns
and develop an awareness of these same issues and will then
begin conveying similar concerns and awareness of these and
similar issues they become aware of back to you. Is there fear
involved? It depends on your family dynamic. If you appear afraid
of a given situation kids are very keen on reading your reactions;
therefore you will obviously be conveying fear to your children,
which will in turn make them afraid and perhaps harder to
wrangle back in during an actual crisis event. If however you use
the situation as a teaching moment, even though you may be
afraid, you share rational intelligence about what you as a family
will be doing to overcome the obstacle thereby instilling
confidence and faith in your endeavor which will replace fearful
reactions with purpose driven, problem solving reactions. 



So, how do we actually approach teaching survival skills to our kids? We Educate (Tell them), 
Demonstrate (Show them) and have them Imitate (Do it themselves). It’s not that much different from 
teaching adults really, save for the fact that children for the most part often lack the strength to perform 
certain survival skills and often require consistent reinforcement of a concept before they get it for 
themselves. For example, striking a fire-steel (ferrocerium rod) off the back of a knife spine is a learned 
technique that takes a fair amount of manual dexterity and strength to perform. I’ve seen many adults 
fumble with this technique for quite some time before learning how to adapt to overcome their personal
limitations. With a child, you may need to point out a few solutions to get their mind working on how 
they can adapt to compensate for their lack of strength or inability to perform certain movements.  
Additionally, if you’ve never let your child hold a knife before or trusted them enough to carry one 
outside, you cannot expect them to be able to use it to strike a fire-steel the first or the fiftieth time 
during a crisis event. Practice make perfect and above all patience and love should be given by the boat 
load! We want our kids to learn these skills and the last thing we want to do is give them a bad learning 
experience with us while doing it. While there will be discouragement, we must instill a can-do attitude 
and constantly remind them to persevere and NEVER give up, for their life or that of another loved one 
may one day depend on it. 

Not all Fire-steels and created Equal
When selecting a fire steel for yourself or your child, you
should get the largest one available. The old mini-rods on
the side of a big bar of magnesium (mag-bars) are not your
best choice. Mag-bars require too much prep time and
require too much manual dexterity to use properly; add to
the fact that most people don't even know how to properly
scrape off the magnesium and you have a recipe for
disaster in a real survival situation. In like fashion, the
popular fire-steels with plastic handles are often too small
to be of long term use and the handles always end up
flying off and the scrapers simply don't do an adequate job
in taking off enough molten metal to light a fire with marginal or damp tinder; but they work well as a 
back up. You want at fire-steel that is at least ½ inch in diameter and 5 inches long. This size will give you 
the most bang for your buck by allowing a longer contact time with your scraper (knife spine) and the 
fire-steel thereby creating more molten metal and a greater shower of sparks. They are also less prone 
to breaking and are large enough to either drill through to attach a 550 cord lanyard or wrap in 1 inch 
wide gorilla tape for a handle which also adds a multi-use option to the fire steel by having tape for 
cordage, repairs and fire starting. 

First  off, we should get our kids a decent knife, one that will withstand the rigors of a survival situation 
should it be encountered. I offer the following recommendations which can be adapted to fit the age 
and abilities of your child. The Mora 511 would be a fair choice for those under age 13. You can usually 
pick one up for around $7 and they are razor sharp and hold an edge well. They come in carbon or 
stainless steel and have little problem striking a fire-steel off the spine if needed although some may 
require you to take a file across the spine to sharpen it to a true 90 degree angle. The handle of this 
specific design also provides added protection so little hands won’t slide up onto the blade should 
unnatural force be applied or the knife become wet. For those ages 13 and older that need a more 
robust knife capable of realistic survival tasks off the grid, I would recommend the Mora Bushcraft Black. 
The Bushcraft Black which retails for about $48.00, has a heavier carbon steel blade capable of being 



struck by flint to throw sparks, is very sharp and again holds an edge well. If however you prefer a full 
tang knife with at least a 5” blade, 90 degree spine and capable of long term survival tasks, you might 
consider the Lieutenant Colonel which retails at $99.99 available from the Campcraft Outdoors shop- it's 
one that could last a life-time and comes with a lifetime warranty to boot. 

Now that knife options have been discussed, knife safety 
becomes the top issue as children must understand proper 
cutting and carving techniques. Teach them how they should 
not remove their knife from its sheath unless it’s going to be 
used for work, teach how to always cut away from their body
and how to properly hand a knife from one person to 
another; also discuss the “Triangle of Death” which put the 
lower abdomen, groin and femoral arteries in danger of 
being cut which can lead to life threatening injuries, and the 
“Blood Circle” which puts people in the arc of your knife 
swing in danger of being cut.  During your discourse on Knife 
Safety give your child a skills test by assigning them the task 

of making a wooden tent stake. If they can use safe carving techniques and make a workable tent stake 
without injury or issue, then they get to keep their knife.

Proper Tool Safety
The Triangle of Death is the area beginning at the apex of the navel and down the inner side of both legs 
while kneeling. This area is especially vulnerable to life threatening knife woulds due to the placement of
the femoral arteries of the legs and intestines of the lower abdomen. On misplaced cut or stab could 
result in the opening of the abdominal cavity or puncture of the femoral artery giving only minutes to 
react before bleeding out. One should never carve or cut on anything within this triangle, instead turn to 
the side to work off to the outer side of your legs. Within minutes you will find this method more 
effective than the last.  

The Blood Circle is the area surrounding you within the arc of your reach with a knife in hand. Anyone 
within this circle is at risk of being cut should you slip while carving on a stick or other object. It is best 
practice to have anyone near you move outside of this circle to avoid mishap. 

Next we move into proper fire lays and the types that
are common for heating, cooking, boiling water, and
survival. Explain the differences between Tinder,
Kindling and Fuel, how to find it off the landscape and
how to find natural accelerators such as fatwood. It’s
also good to stress the importance of always carrying
“sure fire” with you at all times in case of a survival
situation. “Sure Fire” is a material that has been
chemically treated to burn even in wet conditions such
as make-up pad dipped in lamp oil, then dipped in wax.
When torn open and fluffed up to increase its surface
area, this product makes an excellent sure fire device
that will burn even after it’s been fully submerged in water. This process would naturally bring us to the 
subject of fire-steel striking techniques which should also be discussed. Most people (adults included) do

https://www.campcraftoutdoors.com/product-page/lt-colonel


it wrong! Then, after the use of the fire-steel is covered, consider alternative ignition sources ranging 
from lighters and solar sources to batteries and primitive techniques. 

Shelter would be next on the list of priorities. The simple lean to survival shelter using an emergency 
survival blanket is the first step in teaching shelters that will immediately increase ones odds of survival. 
The appropriate knots should be taught in addition to alternative uses of the survival shelter and what to
look for in natural shelter sites. The primary importance being staying warm and dry when it’s cold and 
cool and covered when it’s hot; these two sentiments will help maintain core body temperature and 
stave off hypothermia and hyperthermia at least in the short term. Last but not least, water purification 
should be discussed. How to pre-filter water before it’s put into a container and how to boil the water 
are the easiest and most reliable safe practices for kids to know. A stainless steel canteen is one of the 
better options for this. Techniques as simple as putting a bandana over their steel canteen to filer out 
large particulates before boiling is a fine place to begin. Also teach them how to scrounge for containers 
such as glass bottles and jars to use for water boiling. 

Tips for a quick water boil
Boiling water seems like a simple enough task but when you are in a
survival situation the faster you can boil water the faster you can maintain
your bodies core temperature thereby preventing or treating mild
hypothermia through the action of making the fire, warming the canteen
and then ingesting hot liquids. Once your teeth begin to chatter, you are
experiencing the early onset of hypothermia and this is your bodies way
of warming up, if left untreated your body will begin shivering and you
will quickly loose finger dexterity making it very difficult to utilize tools
such as a knife and fire-steel. This downward spiral in your bodies core
temperature can occur in as little as 15 minutes; thus we train our
students to make a sustainable fire within five minutes and then boil
water within the next five minutes putting them ahead of this curve. The
secret to getting a raging fire capable of boiling water fast is a proper fire
lay.

First, set your stainless steel bottle or canteen up on two green sticks
about 1 inch off the ground surface. This allow for air flow under the steel
bottle creating a Venturi effect around the bottle. His will keep the flames
up against the side walls of the steel bottle, heating it more effectively. 

Second, place your dry tinder material all around the bottom of the steel
bottle. This will enable you to blow the flame around the bottle, lighting
most of your kindling evenly. 

Last and most important of all, collect lots of smalls. Smalls when
speaking in reference to kindling means wood no larger than a Number 2
pencil in diameter. You want to collect smalls ranging in size from pencil
lead to pencil diameter, then pile them on. The dead air space between
the jumble of sticks allows for a lot of surface area that will ignite quickly and burn hot. Once water has 
come to a rolling boil, it's ready!



All of these skills, once they get a handle on them should be timed. Yes, TIMED! Your goal is to have your 
youth perform each skill set- Make a fire, Build a Shelter, Boil 32oz of water in no more than 5 minutes 
per skill for a total of 15 minutes. Fifteen minutes is a key element because that is approximately the 
amount of time it takes your body to begin exhibiting symptoms of hypothermia (by lack of finger 
dexterity) and hyperthermia (by becoming dizzy and light headed). By enforcing this timed dynamic, 
situational awareness is developed, hard skills mastered and fear eliminated as they’re able to perform 
skills quickly and effectively under stress. By starting with these basic skills, you’ll not only prepare your 
children for stressful times, but have a great bit of family fun doing it. 

Kid Friendly Survival Class- Campcraft Outdoors offers an online Modern Survival class designed for 
young and old alike. It's a great way to implement survival skills training at home with your kids, which 
could also be implemented into their home-school curriculum as we've done with our own children. The 
course is only $65- buy it once for the family and start training today!

http://www.survival-instructor.com/
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